Office of Personnel Management § 532.413
recognition of an appointees’ special qualifications.
(c) An agency shall make a new appointment at a step-rate above the minimum rate of a grade if the lead agency for the wage area has designated, in accordance with §532.249, a step-rate above the first step-rate of a grade as the minimum step-rate at which a position may be filled.

§ 532.405 Use of highest previous rate.
(a)(1) Subject to the provisions of §532.407 of this subpart and part 536 of this chapter, when an employee is re-employed, reassigned, transferred, promoted, or changed to a lower grade, the agency may fix the pay at any rate of the new grade which does not exceed the employee’s highest previous rate.
(2) However, if the employee’s highest previous rate falls between two step-rates of the new grade, the agency may fix the pay at the higher of the two.
(b)(1) When an employee’s type of appointment is changed in the same job, an agency may continue to pay the existing scheduled rate or may pay any higher rate of the grade which does not exceed the employee’s highest previous rate.
(2) However, if the highest previous rate falls between two step-rates of the grade, the agency may pay the higher rate.
(c)(1) The highest previous rate, if earned in a wage job, is the current rate of the grade and step-rate of the former job on the same type of wage schedule in the wage area in which the employee is being employed, or the actual earned rate, whichever is higher.
(2) If earned on a General Schedule or another pay system other than the Federal Wage System, it is the current rate for the same grade and rate of that schedule.
(d) The highest previous rate may be based upon a rate of pay received during a temporary promotion, so long as the temporary promotion is for a period of not less than 1 year. This limitation does not apply upon permanent placement in a position at the same or higher grade.

§ 532.407 Promotion.
(a) An employee who is promoted is entitled to be paid at the lowest scheduled rate of the grade to which promoted which exceeds the employee’s existing scheduled rate of pay by at least four percent of the representative rate of the grade from which promoted.
(b) If there is no rate in the grade to which an employee is promoted which meets the requirement of paragraph (a) of this section the employee shall be entitled to the higher of: (1) the existing scheduled rate of pay in accordance with part 536 of this chapter; or (2) the maximum scheduled rate of the grade to which promoted.
(c) If the promotion is to a position in a different wage area, the agency shall determine the employee’s pay entitlement as if there were two pay actions—a promotion and a reassignment—and shall process them in the order which gives the employee the maximum benefit.

§ 532.409 Grading or regrading of positions.
Except as provided in §532.703(b)(10), a change in an employee’s rate of basic pay as a result of the grading or regrading of the employee’s position shall be effective on the date the grading or regrading action is finally approved by the agency or on a subsequent specifically stated date.

§ 532.411 Details.
An appropriated fund employee detailed to a position other than the position to which appointed shall be paid at the rate of the position to which appointed.

§ 532.413 Simultaneous action.
(a) If an employee becomes entitled to more than one pay change at the same time, the employing agency shall process the pay changes in the order which will provide the maximum benefit, except as required by paragraph (b) of this section.
(b) If an employee becomes entitled to an increase in pay and subject to a